Opening the Soul

In the East, the name of the crown chakra is Thuriya. This term also relates to
the state of consciousness of the open crown chakra and the name of Thor. The
word Thuriya in Sanskrit (तुरीय) is linked to the Old Norse "Þórir". Thuri is a variant
form of Thor (Þórr). All of this is associated with the Thurisaz rune. Thor rules
Jupiter, hence the name of the day of Jupiter is Thursday.

The Hammer of Thor is the Swastika, which is also a symbol of the solar chakra.
Manipura chakra is shown as the flame of Agni (the halo) and its mantra is
Raum. The Slavic "Oganj" (meaning fire) is related to Agni too. Agni rules the
solar plexus chakra (sun/fire) and is shown sitting upon the ram. Kundalini is
likewise called Agni, who is the God of the fire. The element of fire relates to
opening the soul and the burning of the dross in our souls. This cleanness of the
fire allows the kundalini energy (the serpent) to rise. The Far Eastern texts state
that by this fire our souls and bodies are purified and the energy channels are
fully opened for the soul to transform.
Something to note is that the Ing rune has been inscribed in many ancient
European homes. The God Agni is called "Ing" in the Germanic languages. Ing is
the ancient Germanic word for the God of the sunshine as well (Ing/Yngvi). The
hearth of the old homes was the place of the fire rituals for the ancient Pagans.
There are still ancient homes in Europe that have the Ing runes upon the hearth.
This connects to the Raum/fire meditation. The murals of the Pagan Priests show
them dressed as Hindu Brahmins and performing the same fire rituals as in
Hinduism - to Agni. The ancient Romans called Agni - Agnus Dei (Christians
stole this title) which is Agni Dev in the East, which is the God Agni.
The white ram (symbol of Agni) is Aries - the symbol of the Pagan/Satanic New
Year which starts when the Sun enters Aries during the spring equinox.
English is still connected to the ancient Germanic language, think of the words
"man" and "soul", these come from the Man rune and the Sol rune, and they still
have the same meaning – Sol rune is the energy of the Sun (which is crucial for
our human souls), and Man rune literally means mankind. Also, the word RAM is
the Sanskrit mantra of the fire and the solar plexus chakra. All European
languages are Sanskrit in their origin.
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